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ABSTRACT

This research in the background by the results of observations made in class IVB SDN Leuwinanggung 2 Depok city shows that still low cooperation and results learning of learners who have not reached KKM. This is caused by the teacher who are still using conventional method or method of lecture on learning. The purpose of this research is to enhance cooperation and improve learning results of learners on the theme sub of togetherness in diversity. The design of this research using PTK model consists of 3 cycles. Each cycle consists of planning, implementation of action, observation and reflection. The results of research showed an increase cooperation of learners cycle I of 42% cycle II of 71% and cycle III of 83%, as well as results of learning the learners also increased over with passing of meeting cycle I of 54% cycle II of 63 % and cycle III of 83%. The conclusions from this research was that the model application learning of Discovery Learning can enhance cooperation and result learn of learners on the theme of Beauty Togetherness theme sub of togetherness in Diversity in class IVB SDN Leuwinanggung 2 Depok city. Learners also shows attitude/positive response towards the learning process with use of model Discovery Learning. Thus, the model application of learning by Discovery Learning can be used as an alternative model learning to applied on learning.
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